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BINANCE EXCHANGE API KEYS 

STEP 1 

 Go into your Binance.com API area and set up new API keys.  First, make sure that you 
"Edit" the API keys and after edit, make sure you click the "Futures" in the API tick box below. 
Then, create new API keys that can be used for Futures.  If you have issues, just clear ALL 
API keys and then click "SPOT and Margin" and then click "FUTURES". Save those API keys  
into a text file and then copy and paste them into the BCE Futures auto trading area. 

Before activating the futures auto trading system, you must create a Binance Exchange API keys. 

 

URL: https://www.binance.com/en/usercenter/settings/api-management 

https://www.binance.com/en/usercenter/settings/api-management
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STEP 2 

ACTIVATE BNB FOR FEES 

 

URL: https://www.binance.com/en/my/dashboard 

Transfer BNB from Spot account to the Futures account 

TWO FACTOR AUTHENTICATIONS 

 

Select BCE “My Account” in main menu. Then select the “Two-Factor Authentication”. 

In here please active the 2FA and save it.  

 

URL: https://blockchaineducation.com.au/two-factor-authentication/ 

  

https://www.binance.com/en/my/dashboard
https://blockchaineducation.com.au/two-factor-authentication/
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AUTO TRADING SYSTEM 

https://blockchaineducation.com.au/autotrading/ 

 

Select Futures Auto Trading...  

FUTURES AUTO TRADING SYSTEM 

Now you can active the “Futures Auto Trading system”

 

URL: https://blockchaineducation.com.au/bce-futures-trading/ 

https://blockchaineducation.com.au/bce-futures-trading/
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OUR SIGNAL TYPES 

We have created 3 Bots OTIS, ALDA and Prospero (short, Medium and Long-term), based on 15m, 1hr and 4 hrs 

candles respectively. We view the results for each signal type and determined the performance levels before 

setting up your account. 

Then you can set up the auto trading settings.  You can set up a conservative "Normal" profit, such as 3% or 4% - 
then set up your leveraged amount.  Keep the leverage LOW since this will effect your trade and your profit.  Lower 
is BETTER for longer-term profits. 
This is a longer-term profit, which is amplified by the leveraged amount, hence the system work better when you let 
the system run for a month or two.  
Please remember that for example, if you are at 10x, the price needs to go a little less than 10% down (If you are 
running a Long trade) or 10% up (If you are running a short trade), for you to get liquidated. 
If you are using Trailing take profit, you can use the trigger as your point where the trade starts to activate, and your 
deviation (lower point) like a stop-loss, so to speak. 
For example, if you use 5% Trigger, the price will go up or down, by 5% (long or short) and then if you have a 2% 
deviation, if the price deviates by 2%, it will sell. 
 
This will act in a way like a stop-loss, or a safety net, assuring that you do not get liquidated. 
The system also has a fail-safe built in, which if the trade goes too far the wrong way, it can flip the trade the other 
way and, in most cases, you will end up winning the trade or not losing much. 
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RESULTS PAGE 

 

SIGNAL TYPES 

Please Note you can only use 1 signal stream per Binance Account.    
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SETTINGS PAGE 

Make sure you have the Futures API set up, copy the keys and copy then to the Futures auto trading area here:  
https://blockchaineducation.com.au/calls/active_bce_auto_trade2.php?algo_id=51 
 

 
 
The next thing to do is set up the calls by choosing "yes" to the question which says: 
 
"Would you like to active SIGNALS for All coins auto trading?" 

 

 

https://blockchaineducation.com.au/calls/active_bce_auto_trade2.php?algo_id=51
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BUDGET ALLOCATION 

You can allocate a Budget, so that the system will only use the budget amount to enter you into trades. 

 

 

AMOUNT PER TRADE 

 

FUTURES KEYS 

 

 

LEVERAGE 
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TAKE PROFIT METHOD 

 

 

TRAILING METHOD 

 

 

STOPLOSS AND TERMS & CONDITION 
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TRADING HISTORY PAGE 

ALL SIGNALS AND ACTIVATED SIGNAL 

 

ACTIVATED SIGNAL SETTINGS 

 

FUTURE ACCOUNT BALANCES 

 

• If the balances are NOT showing, may be your API keys are not working properly. So, please create 

new API keys and update.  

NAME OF THE SIGNAL & UTC TIME YOU CAN SEE IN THIS BAR  
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TRADE HISTORY 

 

 

1. Take Profit OR Trailing Profit 

2. Closed Position 

3. StopLoss 

4. Cancel Trades 

 

RESTRICTED AREA 

 

 

If you activate all signals from ALDA or PROSPERO and wants to change to individual signals such as BTC or LINK, 

then you need to deactivate all signals and then setup individual signal streams.  

 

SUPPORT 

 

Please contact Robert, robert@blockchainfinance.com.au if you need any help setting up or visit Chat and ask our 

team. 

Or Please contact Support@blockchainfinance.com.au for any help 

 

mailto:robert@blockchainfinance.com.au
mailto:Support@blockchainfinance.com.au

